
LE LION-D'ANGERS [L-H] - 18 May 
Race 1 - PRIX EDMOND FORESTIER -  2000m MDN. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. ASTRAL SPIRIT - Ninth debuting at Bordeaux over 1900m last term. May improve. 

2. KEEP PUSHING - Improved sixth here over 1850m 20 days ago. Place thought. 

3. NATECLIFF - Beaten a long way debuting at Angers over 2300m. Significant improvement needed. 

4. JACK THE LAD - Fourth behind a pair of subsequent winners on first outing. Lively player. 

5. YORK TOWN - 12L defeat on debut at Le Mans last month. Hard to enthuse. 

6. PANACHE DES PINS - Offered little on first run last month. Others readily preferred. 

7. TRES QUEEN - Back-to-back seconds over shorter journeys at Fontainebleau. Key chance to get off 

the mark. 

8. FINAL GESTURE - Downfield effort on sole start at Kempton AW (UK). Notable runner on stable 

debut. 

9. VEGA OF SAINTS - Shown distinct ability in a trio of maidens. Each-way contender. 

10. MADRAS - Three frame visits from eight maiden runs. Likely to find a few too strong at the finish 

but place appeal. 

11. AND WE DANCED - Fine fifth debuting in a newcomers event at Saint-Cloud. Consider. 

12. TAHLA - Improved with each start including a fine second at Chateaubriant over 1950m. Firmly in 

the mix. 

13. HANDHY - Unraced filly by Myboycharlie. Worth a market check for a good trainer. 

14. MAGIC ROSA - Daughter of It's Gino. May need this hit-out. 

15. EAGLE ROSE - Wing Of Eagles debutante. One to consider if the market speaks favourably. 

Summary: TRES QUEEN (7) is ideally placed to get off the mark after back-to-back seconds over 
shorter distances. The one to beat for a leading trainer. JACK THE LAD (4) rates the main danger 
following an encouraging fourth debuting behind a pair of subsequent winners. AND WE DANCED (11) 
shaped well with a fifth in a newcomers event at Saint-Cloud. Improvement likely. TAHLA (12) is another 
to keep safe after a better effort in latest. 

Selections 

TRES QUEEN (7) - JACK THE LAD (4) - AND WE DANCED (11) - TAHLA (12)  



 

 

 

Race 2 - PRIX HARAS DU LION - PRIX URBAN SEA - FONDS EUROPEEN DE L'ELEV -  2000m 
OPEN. Purse EUR €48,000. 

1. DOLIA - Class Two conditions victory at Longchamp over 1600m last month. Improving type who 

rates highly up in class. 

2. LOISABA - Sixth in a Bordeaux handicap second up. Step forward required at this higher standard. 

3. INES - Camelot filly who needs a market check debuting in a tough race. 

4. LA PARENCE - Seventh in the Listed Prix Zarkava first up. Fitter now and firmly in the mix on the 

figures. 

5. AMAZONIE - Completed a double in the Listed Prix Petite Etoile before a break. Top claims. 

6. GOLDEN GOLD - Downfield runs in both handicaps since resuming. Minor role expected. 

7. ALULA BOREALIS - Class One conditions fourth behind a future winner at Chantilly AW. One to 

note. 

8. SUNDORO - Sixth in the Listed Prix Zarkav second up. One of the main contenders. 

9. WELL AND TRULY - Signed off with a held ninth in the Listed Prix Occitanie. Notable runner on the 

figures after a break. 

10. DAJLA - Showed ability debuting at Pau AW over this trip. Fully tested at this level after a lengthy 

absence. 

11. LINGERING DREAM - Fifth reappearing in the Listed Le Vase d'Argent over this trip at Toulouse. 

Place chance. 

12. GALIFA - Fontainebleau handicap scorer over 1800m last month. Place claims raised in grade. 

13. WILDWOOD - Fourth in the Listed Grosser Preis Von Hannover 96 at Hannover over this journey 

seventeen days ago. Not ruled out. 

Summary: AMAZONIE (5) signed off with a double in the Listed Prix Petite Etoile. Can extend her 
winning run on reappearance with a thoroughly-progressive profile. DOLIA (1) steps up in grade after a 
Class Two conditions victory at Longchamp over 1600m. Thereabouts. ALULA BOREALIS (7) ran 
behind a subsequent winner at Chantilly AW. One to note. SUNDORO (8) cannot be left out of the 
equation for her top stable. Include. 

Selections 

AMAZONIE (5) - DOLIA (1) - ALULA BOREALIS (7) - SUNDORO (8)  



Race 3 - PRIX DE LA GROSSE PIERRE -  1400m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. ZAYA DE LA PLATA - Signed off with a sixth on the AW over 1700m. Could resume with a top-three 

effort with a progressive record on turf previously. 

2. STICK AND CARROT - Fifteen race maiden who could lead for a long way eased in distance. Place 

hope. 

3. TORANCIA - Bounced back to winning form when scoring over course and distance last month. 

Raised 2.5kg but firmly in the mix. 

4. VIOU - Good third in this class at Longchamp a fortnight ago. Player. 

5. BLACK MORNING - Fair efforts over 1600m this term. Cheekpieces applied for the first time. 

6. SPINNING MIST - Excellent runner-up in front of a future winner here two starts ago. Obvious appeal. 

7. GIN GEMBRE - Improved second over this distance at Le Mans 20 days ago. This looks tougher from 

a wide draw. 

8. JEAN RACINE - Downfield run at Longchamp over this trip a fortnight ago. Others preferred. 

9. ESTACITY - Not beaten far in previous couple of handicaps over shorter journeys. Keep safe. 

10. SILVER AMERHICAN - Signed off with a well-held seventh on the AW over 2400m. Would be a 

surprise winner. 

11. PREDETERMINED - Ran on into fifth over course and distance on penultimate outing. Among the 

place chances. 

12. BEACON TOWERS - Good third when last seen here three back. In the mix if delivering best. 

13. ZEYZOUN - Fifth at Dax in this company eleven days ago. Well handicapped on old form. 

14. TRACY - Built on consistent form to go close when second here before a long break. Player if sharp 

on reappearance. 

15. KAABA STONE - One place from six track and trip efforts. Others more persuasive. 

Summary: SPINNING MIST (6) returns to the scene of an excellent second in front of a future winner 
two starts ago. Expected to deliver a strong challenge under suitable conditions. VIOU (4) ran third at 
Longchamp in latest. One of the main contenders if replicating. TORANCIA (3) won over track and trip 
last month. Ratings riser who holds a big chance. ZAYA DE LA PLATA (1) is among the frame 
candidates on reappearance with a progressive turf record. 

Selections 

SPINNING MIST (6) - VIOU (4) - TORANCIA (3) - ZAYA DE LA PLATA (1)  



Race 4 - GRAND STEEPLE ALAIN DU BREIL - PRIX DE L'ASSELCO -  4600m HCP STPLE. Purse 
EUR €65,000. 

1. ZUREKIN - Kept on into sixth over 3800m at Compiegne last month. Major player on the pick of his 

chase form. 

2. CHARMINO - Returns to chasing after solid hurdle form this campaign. Leading hope with an 

excellent record with cheekpieces. 

3. GRANITIERE - Three-time chase winner who returns to handicap company with solid credentials. 

Include. 

4. GARIBAL - Sixth second up at this track over 3800m. Consider stepping up to a suitable distance. 

5. MAGIC MAGICIAN - Pulled up in the Listed Prix Lutteur Iii chase on penultimate run. Hard to enthuse. 

6. DEMON DE FLEUR - Dual course winner who ran third in the Listed Grand Steeple-Chase de 

Bordeaux two starts ago. Thereabouts. 

7. BALLINSCO - Progressive type who ran sixth over hurdles second up at Vichy. Worth a chance 

switched back to chasing. 

8. COEUR NANTAIS - Fourth from this weight here two starts ago. Likely to find a few too strong. 

9. ECOUTE EN TETE - 24L eighth in a strong Auteuil handicap chase earlier in the month. First-time 

blinkers applied. 

10. ROVANTHUS - 4kg higher than when winning here easily two back. More on plate at this lofty level. 

11. HELLENA - 5L second behind Rovanthus here on penultimate outing. More required. 

Summary: A competitive affair with numerous chances including CHARMINO (2) who has strong 
winning claims returning to chasing. Top record with cheekpieces. ZUREKIN (1) holds a key chance on 
the pick of his chase form stepping up to this suitable journey. DEMON DE FLEUR (6) is a dual course 
winner. Among the contenders. GRANITIERE (3) could improve switched back to handicap company. 
Place appeal. 

Selections 

CHARMINO (2) - ZUREKIN (1) - DEMON DE FLEUR (6) - GRANITIERE (3)  



Race 5 - PRIX MANDESHA -  2000m CL1. Purse EUR €30,000. 

1. KINGDOM - Placed in an easier La Teste 2200m event last month. Consider. 

2. DIRTY GEURTY - DQ in a Saint-Cloud handicap ten days ago. Place claims on the pick of his AW 

form. 

3. VINO BELLO - Dual winner who made an excellent reappearance at Nantes. Thereabouts. 

4. SHAYRAN - Belatedly off the mark in a Chateaubriant maiden over 1950m. Tough assignment on 

the figures. 

5. ANOBE - Hit the frame in this company third up at Bordeaux. Of note. 

6. RUSSIPANT FAL MOR - Completed a hat-trick in a Longchamp handicap seventeen days ago. 

Leading hope with further progress within range. 

Summary: VINO BELLO (3) is a dual winner who shaped with promise at Nantes first up. Expected to 
deliver a winning run in this small field. RUSSIPANT FAL MOR (6) completed a hat-trick in handicap 
company at Longchamp. Could take this class rise in his stride. ANOBE (5) improved into the frame at 
Bordeaux. Keep safe. KINGDOM (1) holds place appeal on the pick of his consistent form. 

Selections 

VINO BELLO (3) - RUSSIPANT FAL MOR (6) - ANOBE (5) - KINGDOM (1)  



Race 6 - PRIX FRANCE GALOP -  1400m HCP CL4. Purse EUR €14,000. 

1. MINIKING - 4L seventh over course and distance last month. Place chance. 

2. SHOT IN THE DARK - Downfield runs in both starts over shorter journeys this term. Well treated on 

old form. 

3. FEEL THE FEVER - Improved frame spot at Nimes over 1200m eighteen days ago. Not ruled out 

back in a handicap if allowed an easy lead. 

4. LILLY DREAM - Eased 3kg since a fair sixth at the end of last term over this trip. Notable claims. 

5. ALBERT BRIDGE - Fourth in a similar handicap over 1700m earlier in the month. More required. 

6. GEORGINELA - Sixth behind a future winner over course and distance two starts ago. Among the 

place chances. 

7. THE LOVELY FILLY - Dramatically improved second in this class at Evreux over 1200m earlier in 

the month. Consider. 

8. VEGA DREAM - 0.75L fifth second up at Fontainebleau. Key chance eased in standard. 

9. RAVEN RIDGE - Down the field in previous three starts at a higher level. Could find improvement. 

10. ZIPPERE - One placing from 24 career outings. Would be a shock winner. 

11. HURRICANE LIGHT - Unplaced in three starts at this trip. Others more persuasive. 

12. LILLY BIRD - Ran eighth in a similar track and trip handicap last month. Capable of better. 

13. VALKAYA - Yet to place in seven career outings. Hopes pinned on a big drop in journey. 

14. IZAKAYA - Yet to reach the frame in six starts over this distance. Hard to fancy. 

15. THE FRENCH MELODY - Beaten out of sight in all nine races. Ignored. 

Summary: LILLY DREAM (4) holds a key chance eased 3kg after a solid sixth over this distance at the 
end of her last spell. Expected to measure up under suitable conditions. VEGA DREAM (8) should be 
able to offer a bold showing eased significantly in grade after a close-up fifth at Fontainebleau. Among 
the main chances is THE LOVELY FILLY (7) after huge improvement in latest. LILLY BIRD (12) could 
sneak into the frame positions. 

Selections 

LILLY DREAM (4) - VEGA DREAM (8) - THE LOVELY FILLY (7) - LILLY BIRD (12)  



Race 7 - PRIX ETIENNE FOUCHER -  3700m HDLE CL2. Purse EUR €26,000. 

1. ISAGIRL - Fifth in a weaker hurdle at Saint-Brieuc 73 days ago. More required. 

2. MING ZHU ENKI - Claiming hurdle winner at Vichy twelve days ago. Among the place chances raised 

in grade. 

3. IDYLLE DE THAIX - Off the mark on third run over hurdles at a country venue last month. Consider. 

4. SAINT SYMPHONIE - Regressed after a promising hurdle debut. Others more persuasive. 

5. ROLIE STAR - Improved third in an easier Fontainebleau hurdle last month. Each-way hope. 

6. INE GLORE D'ANJOU - 4L hurdle debut success at a country tack last month. Worth keeping safe 

upped in class. 

7. COEUR DIVINE - Pulled up on hurdle debut last term. Best watched. 

8. DARADAME - Kapgarde debutante for a top stable. Key player if the market speaks positively. 

9. MARTINE BOW - Pulled up on hurdle debut in this company at Auteuil. May improve. 

10. ROMANCIA - No show in both hurdle efforts. Opposed. 

11. EADREAM - Fifth in previous couple of weaker hurdle starts. Step forward required. 

12. ILA DEL SOL - Led before weakening tamely in this class at Vichy. Minor place hope. 

13. IRIDIA - Signed off with a Group Three fifth at Moulins. Key player on hurdle debut. 

14. REINE DE PAIL - Held prior to falling over 3500m at Nantes earlier in the month. Others more 

progressive. 

15. I LIKE YOUR SPIRIT - Filly by Vif Monsieur out of Vendredi Chatho. May need this. 

16. IRIS DES VIGNAUX - Filly by Muhaymin for a good trainer and jockey combination. Respected if 

given a market push. 

Summary: IRIDIA (13) is expected to go close on hurdle debut following an excellent fifth in a Group 
Three flat event at the end of last season. Huge chance if the market speaks favourably. IDYLLE DE 
THAIX (3) got off the mark over hurdles at a country event. Key player with further improvement likely. 
INE GLORE D'ANJOU (6) delivered a comfortable victory over hurdles at a lower level on reappearance. 
Notable claims. MING ZHU ENKI (2) completes the shortlist as another last-time-out scorer. 

Selections 

IRIDIA (13) - IDYLLE DE THAIX (3) - INE GLORE D'ANJOU (6) - MING ZHU ENKI (2)  



Race 8 - PRIX MON MOME -  3700m HDLE CL3. Purse EUR €21,000. 

1. EL PEDRO - Third debuting at Nantes. Notable claims with that run under his belt. 

2. KINGFLOW - Gelding by The Anvil. Watch the market for clues on debut. 

3. DIAMONDEX - Ran out on hurdle debut prior to midfield efforts in a pair of flat events. Others 

preferred. 

4. ZENITA - Profiles well as a daughter of Doctor Dino for a top stable. Any market confidence could be 

telling. 

5. JOLY DE CIERGUES - Filly by Blek out of Fragante Royale. Prefer to watch unless the market speaks 

favourably. 

6. LIBERTY MARCH - Kapgarde debutante who could run into the frame debuting for a trainer in solid 

place form. 

Summary: ZENITA (4) is a daughter of leading jumps sire Doctor Dino and is expected to make a 
winning debut for a notable trainer. Rates highly especially if strong in the market. EL PEDRO (1) ran a 
good third first up over hurdles at Nantes. Can put that experience to good use and given an obvious 
winning chance. LIBERTY MARCH (6) is one to note as a Kapgarde debutante while KINGFLOW (2) 
needs a check in the betting. 

Selections 

ZENITA (4) - EL PEDRO (1) - LIBERTY MARCH (6) - KINGFLOW (2) 

  

 


